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ABSTRACT

We present results from a pilot study to investigate the evidence for convergence and synchrony in cognitive and noncognitive behavior of dyads engaged in a collaborative activity. Our approach utilizes multimodal data including video and participant action log files retrieved from the collaborative activity, an online educational simulation on science topics. The log files captured cognitive behavior including frequency and content of chat messages between dyads, as well as system help requests. The video data recorded participant nonverbal behavior that was processed on a frame-by-frame basis using automated facial expression classifiers and coded by trained human raters on high-level noncognitive behaviors including: affect display gestures, engagement, anxiety and curiosity. The data were analyzed at individual and dyad levels and results using hierarchical clustering analysis demonstrate evidence of cognitive and noncognitive behavioral convergence among dyads.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Behavioral convergence refers to the unintentional imitation process of gestures, facial expressions, behaviors, moods, postures, or verbal patterns of participants on a range of different time-scales [4, 12]. In literature it has been referred to by a variety of terms e.g., behavioral matching, mimicry, interpersonal coordination, entrainment, interactional synchrony and the Chameleon effect [4, 12, 17, 19]. While previous studies have explored its impact on interpersonal skills, coordinated activity, negotiations, and how individuals influence the behaviors of others [2, 4, 21], little research has focused on finding evidence for behavioral convergence in collaborative activity [24].

Collaboration is a complex activity that constitutes an interplay between cognitive processes such as knowledge acquisition, content understanding, action planning, and execution [7, 8, 10, 18, 26] and noncognitive processes such as social regulation, adaptability, engagement and social affect, such as boredom, confusion, and frustration [1, 3, 6]. Collaborative activity may take place in face-to-face interactions or through the medium of online distance learning technologies and collaboration platforms [20]. In either context collaboration is more effective when participants are engaged in the task and exhibit behaviors that facilitate interaction [25].

Our hypothesis is that behavioral convergence occurs during collaborative activity and it manifests in both cognitive and noncognitive processes. Based on this premise, we expect that people will tend to synchronize their behaviors (consciously or nonconsciously) while they are engaged in a collaborative activity. To test our hypothesis, a pilot study was conducted involving 12 unique dyads collaborating in an online game-like science assessment: ETS’ online collaborative research environment—the Tetralogue [15, 27]. Multimodal data including video and activity log files of each participating dyad were captured. The log files contain cognitive behavior including frequency and content of chat messages between dyads, as well as system help request (i.e., the participant requests to view educational videos on the subject matter to better answer assessment questions). The video data, on the other hand, recorded participant nonverbal behavior which was analyzed on a frame-by-frame basis using automated facial expression classifiers and annotated by trained human raters on high-level noncognitive behaviors including: affect display gestures, engagement, anxiety, and curiosity. Along with recent studies [17, 20, 24], in this paper we describe one of the first attempts to capture and analyze multimodal data in the context of studying behavioral convergence in collaborative activities.

2. Methodology

2.1 Collaborative Activity Platform

As mentioned earlier, our study used an online collaboration assessment platform: ETS’ online collaborative research environment—the Tetralogue. This platform includes a set of multiple-choice items on general science topics, a simulation based assessment, a personality test, and a set of background questionnaires. The simulation task is on geology topics. The simulation-based task was developed as a task for individual test takers who will interact with two avatars and as a collaborative task that requires the collaboration among two human participants and two avatars in order to solve geology problems.

The participants, who may be in different locations, interact through an online chat box and system help requests (selecting to
view educational videos on the subject matter). The main avatar, Dr. Garcia, introduces information on volcanoes, facilitates the simulation, and requires the participants to answer a set of individual and group questions and tasks. A second avatar, Art, takes the role of another student, in order to contrast his information with that produced by the dyad.

The system logs activity data of the participants in structured XML files, which capture participant actions including: identification of the user who performed each action, the number of chat messages, the content of those chat messages, the number of times the participants request additional information on subject matter from the system, the answer selected for each individual and group question, and the time at which each action occurred.

While the dyads interacted with the task, we captured the video of each individual participant. The video data were used for both annotating noncognitive behavior of the participants and automated facial expression analysis (see section 2.3 for further details). It should be noted that the only form of direct communication between the dyads was through the Tetrologue text-based chat interface and the dyads were not able to see or hear each other. Figure 1 illustrates the collaborative activity and data capture while participants interact in the system.

![Figure 1. Multimodal data capture including video and action log files while participants engage in collaborative activity on the Tetrologue platform.](image)

### 2.2 Study Participants and Data Collection

Twenty-four subjects participated in this study and were paired in dyads using random selection. Information about the study was provided to each participant individually and consent forms were obtained from them.

The length of the experiment sessions varied from 15 minutes to 48 minutes, with an average length of 25 minutes. Although there were time variations among sessions, all dyads reviewed the same material and completed the same tasks in Tetrologue. This resulted in approximately 600 minutes of video data and associated participant action log file data. The data stored in the log files were parsed using the ‘XML’ package [13]. The features extracted from the log files were: number of chat messages sent to the partner and number system helps (viewing educational videos on the subject matter) requested at each stage of the simulation, answer to each individual question, and answer to each group question.

Our focus on “number of messages” and “number of help requests” was driven by former research in the field that associates both features with the performance in learning-oriented tasks, cognitive states, and collaborative interactions [6, 17]. However, more features associated with cognitive activity can be mined from the log files, such as the time length between actions or the content of the chat messages and will be addressed in future studies.

### 2.3 Video Data Processing and Coding

Facial expression analysis of the video data was performed using the FACET SDK, a commercial version of the Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox [14]. This tool recognizes fine-grained facial features, or facial action units (AUs), described in the Facial Action Coding System [9]. FACET detects human faces in a video frame, locates and tracks facial features, and uses support vector machine based classifiers to output frame-by-frame detection probabilities of a set of facial expressions: anger, joy, contempt and surprise.

In addition, seven trained coders reviewed and coded the videos using the Anvil software [11]. The video data of each participant were assigned to two raters for annotation; however, in three cases there were three raters coding the same video file, and in two cases only a single rater was available for annotation. The raters followed the same coding scheme during the annotation process, which included the next categories: having their hand on their face, expressing engagement, anxiety, or curiosity. As an outcome of the annotation process, the Anvil software produced XML files that were parsed using the ‘XML’ package [13] in R [22].

Engagement, anxiety, and curiosity were included in the annotation scheme because of the incidence and relevance of these three noncognitive states in simulation games and online learning systems [1, 5]. The coding also included “hand touching face”, an affect display gesture that has been linked to affective and cognitive states such as boredom, engagement, and thinking [16].

### 3. Results

#### 3.1 Behavioral Convergence within Dyads

In order to study evidence of behavioral convergence, features from log files and video data of each of the 24 study participants were represented as a multidimensional behavioral feature vector composed of both the cognitive behaviors: number_of_messages, number_of_help_requests and the noncognitive behaviors (i.e. fraction of the time each participant exhibited the behavior): engagement, hand_on_face, anxiety, curiosity, anger, joy, contempt and surprise.

An agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis using an average linkage function was performed on an Euclidean distance matrix (i.e., a similarity matrix) computed from the multidimensional behavioral feature data of the study participants. Our hypothesis is that behavioral convergence will manifest in the cognitive and noncognitive features such that members of the same dyad will tend to group together from the beginning of the clustering process (i.e., they will be closer to each other in the feature space than to others).

Figure 2 depicts the dendrogram plot produced from the cluster analysis. In the plot, members of the same dyad are depicted by consecutive numbers and identical color; for instance, the first
dyad includes coparticipants d1.1 and d1.2 colored in red, the second dyad consists of coparticipants d2.1 and d2.2 colored in blue, and so on. The plot shows that participants in 7 of the 12 dyads grouped together in the clustering process (i.e., they were closest to each other in the multidimensional feature space), indicating a high degree of behavioral convergence. Still, some participants (e.g., d10.1 and d4.2) showed a distinctive pattern of values in the variables used to calculate the distances, which prevented them to be grouped with their respective peers.

In addition, we analyzed the similarity matrix of behavioral feature distances for participants within and outside dyads. Behavioral convergence would imply that for dyad members the average distances in feature space is smaller in a statistically significant manner than those of non-dyad members. To study the relative impact of cognitive and noncognitive features we computed two additional similarity matrices: one using exclusively the cognitive features from log files (number of chats messages and number of system help requests) and the other using exclusively noncognitive features produced from the video data (the four facial expression detectors, and the four features from the coding scheme). All features were normalized to present equivalent scaled values between zero and one.

![Figure 2. Agglomerative Cluster Dendrogram.](image)

Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviations of feature similarity distances of participants when compared with their dyad partners and others. The results consistently show smaller average distances for the dyads (i.e., members within dyads displayed behavior that was more similar to each other than others), supporting the convergence premise. Additional analysis to test the significance of these differences using the Student’s t-test demonstrated that using both cognitive and noncognitive features the average distances are statistically significant (t-value = 2.33, df = 11.7, p-value < 0.02).

A final analysis was computed on the correlation of the total group scores in the task with the distances of participants with their respective dyad partners and with other users except for their teammate. The group score showed a mild correlation with the distance between dyad members of -0.19 (s.e., = 0.21). Note that the negative correlation is a consequence of using similarity distances (smaller distance values indicate more convergence) and the group score values (higher values indicate a better performance on the task). Nevertheless, as will be underscored in Section 4, the small sample size in the study produced large standard errors for this correlation estimate and do not imply statistically significant patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive and noncognitive</td>
<td>Dyad</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive only</td>
<td>Dyad</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncognitive only</td>
<td>Dyad</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Discussion and Conclusions

Seminal work from Roschelle [23] in his seminal work made the argument that the crux of learning by collaboration is convergence and showed empirical evidence of the convergence occurring at the linguistic level. Our study provides further empirical evidence of behavioral convergence gleaned from multimodal data. As pointed out in [8], cognitive and noncognitive processes occur simultaneously throughout the collaborative task, and both dimensions cannot be separated in practice. The results from cluster analysis in our experimental study support this idea and the pattern of agglomeration of the participants could be interpreted as evidence of convergence of cognitive and noncognitive states when people interact in a collaborative task.

As reported in table 1, the degree of behavioral similarity within dyads tended to be significantly higher than the similarity between non-dyad members, which is good evidence for behavioral convergence in collaborative interactions [4, 12]. In addition, we observed a mild correlation (of approximately 0.2) between the measure of convergence (i.e., the level of similarity between dyads) and the dyad task scores. This might be interpreted as a scaffolding effect that convergence during interaction can have in group performance outcomes. Similar results were reported in [24], underscoring that specific types of convergence have a positive effect in learning and collaboration.

Further research using these data will address topics such as the synchrony of behavior and noncognitive states between members within dyads, machine learning and classification analyses to detect and predict specific cognitive and noncognitive states from facial action units, and more detailed analysis on the impact of cognitive and noncognitive states on the individual-level and group-level assessment outcomes.

There are certain limitations of this study that should be pointed out. First, the current sample size is small ─24 participants ─ despite the rich amount of information gathered from each participant. Second, the current collaboration platform neither allows participants to view each other nor uses face-to-face audio-visual interfaces to communicate. This limits how participants are able to mirror each other’s behavior and may also explain why we observed weaker convergence in noncognitive features. Third, the
study has utilized a very limited set of behaviors both cognitive and noncognitive. We aim to extend our behavior feature set and sources of data (e.g., audio data) in future studies as well as utilize the content of participant chat messages to glean features like shared vocabulary, turn-taking etc.
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